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Health and Social Care
Enhance your students' practical skills and develop their key content knowledge
with this proven formula for effective, structured revision. Target success in OCR's
Cambridge Technical Level 3 Information Technology with this revision guide that
brings together exam-style questions, revision tasks and practical tips to help
students to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes,
every student can: - Enjoy an interactive approach to revision, with clear topic
summaries that consolidate knowledge and related activities that put the content
into context. - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topicby-topic planner. - Build, practise and enhance exam skills by progressing through
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revision tasks and Test Yourself activities. - Improve exam technique through examstyle questions and sample answers with commentary from an expert author and
teacher.

BTEC National Level 3 Sport and Exercise Science 4th Edition
Ed Ponsi's straightforward guide to understanding technical analysis Technical
Analysis and Chart Interpretations delivers simple explanations and easy-tounderstand techniques that demystify the technical analysis process. In his usual
straightforward style, bestselling author Ed Ponsi guides you through the twists
and turns to show you what really matters when it comes to making money.
Whether you trade stocks, currencies, or commodities, you'll develop invaluable
skills as you master difficult concepts and the tools of the trade. Technical analysis
translates to any form of trading, and this book delivers clear, jargon-free guidance
toward interpreting the various charts you'll see in the field. Technical analysis can
be confusing. Volatility, cycles, Elliot waves, Fibonacci, trends—it's easy to get lost,
and most of the available literature is incomprehensible to all but the experts. This
book is different—it's technical analysis for the rest of us. You'll see through the
language to understand the underlying concepts, and how to apply them correctly.
Learn what true technical analysis entails Discover the tools that simplify accurate
analysis Master the tactics and strategies used by the pros Develop a valuable
trading skill that transcends markets Simply recognizing the vocabulary isn't nearly
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enough, and a passing acquaintance with the topic is guaranteed to do more harm
than good. When technical analysis methods are used incorrectly, they are
ineffective at best, and actively destructive to your bottom line at worst. Technical
Analysis and Chart Interpretations cuts through the confusion to give you a firm
understanding and the skills to apply it correctly.

Cambridge Technicals Level 3 Health and Social Care
Exam Board: Cambridge Level: KS4 Subject: Science First Teaching: September
2016 First Exam: June 2017 Support your teaching of the new Cambridge
Technicals 2016 suite with Cambridge Technical Level 3 Applied Science,
developed in partnership between OCR and Hodder Education; this textbook covers
content in each specialist pathway and ensures your ability to deliver a flexible
course that is both vocationally focused and academically thorough. Cambridge
Technical Level 3 Applied Science is matched to the new specification and includes
units for the specialist pathways in environmental science, food science and
human science. - Ensures effective teaching of each specialist pathway offered
within the qualification. - Focuses learning on the skills, knowledge and
understanding demanded from employers and universities. - Provides ideas and
exercises for the application of practical skills and knowledge. - Developed in
partnership between Hodder Education and OCR, guaranteeing quality resources
which match the specification perfectly
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AQA A-level PE
'Stags and Hens takes place in the Gents and Ladies loos of a tacky Liverpool club,
where Dave and Linda have decided, unbeknownst to each other, to hold their stag
and hen parties . . . a bleakly funny and perceptive study of working-class
misogyny, puritanism and waste' Guardian 'Combines comedy with acrid truth in
the style Willy Russell has made unmistakably his own and hits off brilliantly the
herd instinct driving both sexes onward and bedward' Daily Telegraph 'Firmly in
the centre of the playwright's best achievements: lively, coarse, well-organised,
truthful and very funny' Financial Times

Sport Psychology: A Student's Handbook
Exam Board: Cambridge Level: KS4 Subject: Sport First Teaching: September 2016
First Exam: June 2017 Support your teaching of the new Cambridge Technicals
2016 suite with Cambridge Technical Level 3 Sport, developed in partnership
between OCR and Hodder Education; this textbook covers each specialist pathway
and ensures your ability to deliver a flexible course that is both vocationally
focused and academically thorough. Cambridge Technical Level 3 Sport is matched
exactly to the new specification and follows specialist pathways in n coaching,
leadership and physical education, fitness instructing, personal training, and sports
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management, development and leisure. - Ensures effective teaching of each
specialist pathway offered within the qualification. - Focuses learning on the skills,
knowledge and understanding demanded from employers and universities. Provides ideas and exercises for the application of practical skills and knowledge. Developed in partnership between Hodder Education and OCR, guaranteeing
quality resources which match the specification perfectly

Cambridge National Level 1/2 Certificate in Information
Technologies
Exam Board: Cambridge Level: KS4 Subject: IT First Teaching: September 2016
First Exam: June 207 Support your teaching of the new Cambridge Technicals 2016
suite with Cambridge Technical Level 3 IT, developed in partnership between OCR
and Hodder Education; this textbook covers each specialist pathway and ensures
your ability to deliver a flexible course that is both vocationally focused and
academically thorough. Cambridge Technical Level 3 IT is matched exactly to the
new specification and follows specialist pathways in IT Infrastructure Technician,
Emerging Digital Technology Practitioner, Application Developer, and Data Analyst.
- Ensures effective teaching of each specialist pathway offered within the
qualification. - Focuses learning on the skills, knowledge and understanding
demanded from employers and universities. - Provides ideas and exercises for the
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application of practical skills and knowledge. - Developed in partnership between
Hodder Education and OCR, guaranteeing quality resources which match the
specification perfectly

Cambridge Technicals Level 3 Applied Science
This book offers a student-friendly introduction to the discipline of sport
psychology. All the key psychological issues in sport are explored, and difficult
questions are raised: are athletes born or made? Does playing sport affect
personality? What effect do cultural beliefs have on personal sporting
development? Matt Jarvis has substantially revised and expanded his original
coverage of the subject from the highly successful first edition (Sport Psychology
(1999) in the Routledge Modular Psychology series). Here he provides a succinct
but comprehensive account of major theory and research in sport psychology,
whilst maintaining the readable style and student-centred approach which made
the previous book so successful. Key issues covered include: Personality and sport
Attitudes to sport Aggression Social factors affecting performance Arousal and
anxiety Motivation and skill acquisition. There is an emphasis not merely on
learning about sport psychology, but also on developing critical and creative
thinking. In addition, the book includes chapters on conducting research and
writing essays in sport psychology, as well as reflective exercises throughout the
text.
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Cambridge Technicals Level 3 Health and Social Care
Reinforce your students' understanding of skill acquisition and sports psychology
and improve their exam technique for component 2: psychological factors affecting
performance by utilising this OCR A Level PE Student Guide. Packed full of clear
topic summaries, knowledge-check questions and sample exam-style questions
and answers with commentaries, this guide will help your students aim for and
achieve the highest grades. - Identify key content for the exams with our concise
coverage of topics - Find out what examiners are looking for with our Questions
and Answers section - Test knowledge with rapid-fire knowledge check questions
and answers - Avoid common pitfalls with clear definitions and exam tips
throughout - Reinforce learning with bullet-list summaries at the end of each
section

Cambridge Technicals Level 3 Sport and Physical Activity
Target success in the Cambridge National Level 1/2 Child Development
qualification with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; coverage of
the examined unit is combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a
revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their
knowledge. With My Revision Notes, every student can: - Plan and manage a
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successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate
subject knowledge by working through clear and focused content coverage - Test
understanding and identify areas for improvement with regular 'Now Test Yourself'
tasks and answers - Improve exam technique through practice questions, expert
tips and examples of typical mistakes to avoid - Get exam ready with extra quick
quizzes and answers to the practice questions available online

Food and Beverage Service for Levels 1 and 2
This revised and updated edition of our bestselling and internationally respected
title is the essential reference source for trainers, practitioners and anyone working
towards professional qualifications in food and beverage service. - Covers
contemporary trends and issues in food and beverage service and offers broad and
in-depth coverage of key concepts, skills and knowledge, with developed focus on
the international nature of the hospitality industry. - Supports students in gaining a
comprehensive overview of the industry, from personal skills, service areas and
equipment, menus and menu knowledge, beverages and service techniques, to
specialised forms of service, events and supervisory aspects. - Supports a range of
professional qualifications as well as in-company training programmes. - Aids
visual learners with over 250 photographs and illustrations demonstrating current
service conventions and techniques.
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My Revision Notes: Cambridge Technicals Level 3 IT
Reinforce classroom learning and strengthen your students' understanding of the
content with this Student Book written for the Cambridge National Level 1 / 2 in
Sport Studies. Covering the two mandatory units and all of the optional units, this
essential student book will help to build students' knowledge and develop the skills
required for success in Sport Studies. - This reliable and accessible textbook is
structured to match the specification and provide your students with all the
information they need, giving them the opportunity to build skills through
appropriate activities. - Builds students' skillsets with clearly-focused content to aid
progression and questions to assess understanding. - Prepares your students for
both the internal and external assessment with opportunities to test and
consolidate understanding.

Learning Through Play, 2nd Edition For Babies, Toddlers and
Young Children
Ensure complete coverage of the latest Edexcel International GCSE (9-1)
Mathematics A Specification, with this fully updated and highly popular Student
Book written by experienced examiners, teachers and authors. - Supports you and
your students through the new specifications with plenty of worked examples and
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practice questions that follow the type of problems students are likely to face in
their final exam. -Builds problem-solving skills with a range of new questions to
test students learning and understanding - Offers a complete package of support
with free downloadable resources that include detailed worked examples and
answers. - Introduces students to content with key objectives and a starter activity
at the beginning of each chapter

Technical Analysis and Chart Interpretations
Support your teaching of the new Cambridge Technicals 2016 suite with
Cambridge Technical Level 3 Performing Arts, developed in partnership between
OCR and Hodder Education; this textbook covers each specialist pathway and
ensures your ability to deliver a flexible course that is both vocationally focused
and academically thorough. Cambridge Technical Level 3 Performing Arts is
matched exactly to the new specification and follows specialist pathways in acting,
dance, music, theatre production, and musical theatre. - Ensures effective teaching
of each specialist pathway offered within the qualification. - Focuses learning on
the skills, knowledge and understanding demanded from employers and
universities. - Provides ideas and exercises for the application of practical skills and
knowledge. - Developed in partnership between Hodder Education and OCR,
guaranteeing quality resources which match the specification perfectly
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The City & Guilds Textbook: Book 1 Electrical Installations for
the Level 3 Apprenticeship (5357), Level 2 Technical Certificate
(8202) & Level 2 Diploma (2365)
Effective leadership is essential in any sports organisation, both in the boardroom
and on the training pitch. Leadership in Sport is the first textbook to examine
sports leadership in the round, across both management and coaching
environments. It includes a dedicated section to underpinning core leadership
theories, and employs a number of case studies throughout to show how best
practice is applied in real world settings. Drawing on expertise from some of the
leading academics and practitioners throughout the world, and from both
disciplines, the book covers various leadership issues including: facilitative
leadership strategic leadership leading effective change diversity in leadership
communication and empathy motivation and performance. Key conceptual
questions—the nature of leadership, its role in sport, styles of leadership, what
constitutes ineffective leadership—and other contemporary issues are also
explored to give students and practitioners the most complete and clear picture of
contemporary leadership in sport. With useful features in every chapter, such as
key terms and review questions, this is an essential text for sport management or
coaching degree courses.
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Cambridge National Level 1/2 Sport Studies
Reinforce classroom learning and strengthen your students' understanding of the
content with this Student Book written for the Cambridge National Level 1 / 2 in
Sport Science. Covering the two mandatory units and all of the optional units, this
essential student book will help to build students' knowledge and develop the skills
required for success in Sport Science. - This reliable and accessible textbook is
structured to match the specification and provide your students with all the
information they need, giving them the opportunity to build skills through
appropriate activities. - Builds students' skillsets with clearly-focused content to aid
progression and questions to assess understanding. - Prepares your students for
both the internal and external assessment with opportunities to test and
consolidate understanding.

English Legal System Eighth Edition
This guide starts with a conditioning programme before tailoring the training
exercises and drills to the development of sport-specific performances. The
training programme is designed for peak performance during the competitive
season.
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The Fundamentals of Interior Design
Enhance your students' practical skills and develop their key content knowledge
with this proven formula for effective, structured revision. Target success in OCR's
Cambridge Technical Level 3 Health and Social Care with this revision guide that
brings together exam-style questions, revision tasks and practical tips to help
students to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes,
every student can: - Enjoy an interactive approach to revision, with clear topic
summaries that consolidate knowledge and related activities that put the content
into context. - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topicby-topic planner. - Build, practise and enhance exam skills by progressing through
revision tasks and Test Yourself activities. - Improve exam technique through examstyle questions and sample answers with commentary from an expert author and
teacher. - Get exam ready with answers to the activities available online

OCR A-level Physical Education Student Guide 2: Psychological
factors affecting performance
Equip yourself with the tools for success in Electrical Installations, with this
comprehensive new textbook published in association with City & Guilds and IET
which has been fully-updated in line with the 2018, 18th Edition wiring regulations.
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-Study with confidence, using the most up-to-date information available for the
new specifications and industry standards -Enhance your understanding of
concepts in electrical installation with clear and accurate technical drawings and
step-by-step photo sequences -Prepare for your trade tests or end of year exams,
with end of chapter practice questions and a final assessment preparation chapter
-Get ready for the workplace with Industry Tips and guidance on values and
behaviours -Engage with author Peter Tanner's accessible text, drawing on his
extensive industry experience

Theatre in Practice
Ensure you have all the essential skills and support you'll need to succeed for the
latest Level 1 Certificate and Level 2 Diploma in Professional Food and Beverage
Service. Specifically designed with Level 1 and Level 2 learners in mind, this
resource explains all key concepts clearly, and the topics are mapped carefully to
both the NVQ and VRQ in Professional Food and Beverage Service at Levels 1 and 2
so you can find what you need easily. - Follow the structure of the units in each
qualification with chapter headings and subheadings matched to the qualifications.
- Master important service skills with photographic step-by-step sequences. - Grasp
important definitions with key terms boxes and a glossary. - Test your
understanding with activities at the end of every chapter which will help you
prepare for assessment
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OCR A Level PE (Year 1 and Year 2)
Trust this bestselling resource to provide you with the clearest introduction to the
major approaches in counselling. Written by expert counsellor and bestselling
author Margaret Hough, this textbook provides the clearest overview and
introduction to the subject. It covers the major approaches to the field, how they
interrelate and how you can put them into practice. Suitable for a wide range of
qualifications from Foundation courses to Higher Education, it will help you to
understand the nature of counselling, the skills you will need to develop and how
to overcome the challenges you might face in this rewarding profession. This new
edition, now in full colour, provides up-to-date research on topics such as ethics in
counselling and the importance of both supervision and person-centred care in
residential and hospital settings. - Navigate your way easily with the book's clear
language and structure - Translate theory into practice with realistic case studies,
exercises and other useful features - Develop your knowledge with extended
coverage of cognitive behavioural therapy, Brief therapy and online counselling Further your understanding with expanded coverage of working with younger
clients, counselling for trauma and disaster and psychodynamic theories

Counselling Skills and Theory 4th Edition
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Enhance your students' practical skills and develop their key content knowledge
with this proven formula for effective, structured revision. Target success in the
Cambridge National in Sport Science with this revision guide that brings together
exam-style questions, revision tasks and practical tips to help students to review,
strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes, every student can: Enjoy an interactive approach to revision, with clear topic summaries that
consolidate knowledge and related activities that put the content into context. Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic
planner. - Build, practise and enhance exam skills by progressing through revision
tasks and Test Yourself activities. - Improve exam technique through exam-style
questions and sample answers with commentary from an expert author and
teacher. - Get exam-ready with answers to the activities available online.

Cambridge Technicals Level 3 Performing Arts
Inspire, motivate and give confidence to your students with AQA PE for A Level
Book 1. This reliable and accessible textbook will offer your students
comprehensive support for both the academic and practical elements of the
course. This Student's Book has been selected for AQA's official approval process. Key questions to direct thinking and help students focus on the key points Diagrams to aid understanding - Summaries to aid revision and help students
access the main points - Extension questions, stimulus material and suggestions
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for further reading to stretch, challenge and encourage independent thinking and a
deeper understanding - Definition of key terms - again to aid and consolidate
understanding of technical vocabulary and concepts - Activities to build conceptual
understanding and sound knowledge and understanding, analysis, evaluation and
application skills Contents: Section 1 Applied Anatomy and Physiology 1.1 The
cardiovascular system (Sue Young) 1.2 The respiratory system (Sue Young) 1.3 The
neuromuscular system (Sue Young) 1.4 The musco-skeletal system and analysis of
movement in physical activities (Sue Young) Section 2 Skill acquisition 2.1 Skill
acquisition (Carl Atherton) 2.2 Principles and theories of learning and performance
(Carl Atherton) Section 3 Sport and society 3.1 Emergence of globalization of sport
in the 21st century (Symond Burrows) 3.2 The impact of sport on society and of
society on sport (Symond Burrows) Section 4 Exercise physiology 4.1 Diet and
nutrition and their effect on physical activity and performance (Sue Young) 4.2
Preparation and training methods in relation to maintaining physical activity and
performance (Sue Young) Section 5 Biomechanical movement 5.1 Biomechancial
principles and levers (Sue Young) Section 6 Sport psychology 6.1 Physiological
influences on the individual (Carl Atherton) 6.2Further psychological effects on the
individual (Carl Atherton) 6.3 Psychological influences on the team (Carl Atherton)
Section 7 The role of technology in physical activity and sport 7.1 The role of
technology in physical activity and sport (Symond Burrows) Section 8 Assessment
8.1 Tackling the AS exam (Ross Howitt) 8.2 Tackling the non-examined assessment
(Ross Howitt)
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Cambridge National Level 1/2 Health and Social Care
Exam Board: Cambridge Level: KS4 Subject: Health & Social Care First Teaching:
September 2016 First Exam: June 2017 Support your teaching of the new
Cambridge Technicals 2016 suite with Cambridge Technical Level 3 Health & Social
Care, developed in partnership between OCR and Hodder Education; this textbook
covers each specialist pathway and ensures your ability to deliver a flexible course
that is both vocationally focused and academically thorough. Cambridge Technical
Level 3 Health & Social Care is matched exactly to the new specification and
follows specialist pathways in health science, social care and support, and working
with children and young people. - Ensures effective teaching of each specialist
pathway offered within the qualification. - Focuses learning on the skills,
knowledge and understanding demanded from employers and universities. Provides ideas and exercises for the application of practical skills and knowledge. Developed in partnership between Hodder Education and OCR, guaranteeing
quality resources which match the specification perfectly

Leadership in Sport
Exam Board: Cambridge Level: KS4 Subject: Health & Social Care First Teaching:
September 2016 First Exam: June 2017 Support your teaching of the new
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Cambridge Technicals 2016 suite with Cambridge Technical Level 3 Health & Social
Care, developed in partnership between OCR and Hodder Education; this textbook
covers each specialist pathway and ensures your ability to deliver a flexible course
that is both vocationally focused and academically thorough. Cambridge Technical
Level 3 Health & Social Care is matched exactly to the new specification and
follows specialist pathways in health science, social care and support, and working
with children and young people. - Ensures effective teaching of each specialist
pathway offered within the qualification. - Focuses learning on the skills,
knowledge and understanding demanded from employers and universities. Provides ideas and exercises for the application of practical skills and knowledge. Developed in partnership between Hodder Education and OCR, guaranteeing
quality resources which match the specification perfectly

Food and Beverage Service, 10th Edition
Theatre in Practice is an accessible and wide-ranging exploration of the central
practices and key practitioners covered on the various syllabi at A level, IB, BTEC
and beyond. Exploring Stanislavski, Brecht, Artaud, Lecoq, Berkoff and Craig, as
well as work from innovative theatre companies such as Complicite, Gecko and The
Paper Birds, it combines an informal, unpretentious tone with a wealth of practical
exercises. Revised and updated to meet the most recent post-16 and A level
drama requirements and to include some of the latest practices in theatre, this
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new edition offers a step-by-step approach to developing key skills such as
devising, improvising, rehearsing mono/duologues and directing plays. Written by
specialists with extensive experience leading workshops for the post-16 age-group,
Theatre in Practice is a thorough and imaginative resource that speaks directly to
students. New for this edition: A new chapter exploring Artaud and how to use
Artaud with text and when devising. A new chapter exploring the progression of
practice from Lecoq to Complicite. A series of step-by-step exercises exploring the
Gecko devising process. An exploration of the work of The Paper Birds and E G
Craig when devising. New exercises on how to devise using Stanislavski and
Brecht.

High-performance Sports Conditioning
Everything students need to make the grade in BTEC Level 2 First Health and
Social Care. This lively and comprehensive textbook covers all the core and
optional units, making it suitable whether you are studying for the Certificate,
Extended Certificate or Diploma. Each chapter covers a unit packed with: Activities to help with assignments - Advice on gathering evidence - Explanations
of the BTEC pass, merit and distinction criteria - Further reading - Pointers to
additional resources Written by authors with a wealth of experience in delivering,
verifying and writing for BTECs, this textbook is packed with knowledge of the
Health and Social Care sector and how to get the most of your course. This
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textbook is supported by a separately available Dynamic Learning package for
tutors

My Revision Notes: Cambridge National Level 1/2 Sport Science
Target success in Cambridge National Level 1/2 Child Development with this
proven formula for effective, structured revision. Key content coverage is
combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that
students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge With My
Revision Notes, every student can: - plan and manage a successful revision
programme using the topic-by-topic planner - consolidate subject knowledge by
working through clear and focused content coverage - test understanding and
identify areas for improvement with regular 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and answers
- improve exam technique through practice questions, expert tips and examples of
typical mistakes to avoid.

Cambridge Technicals Level 3 Performing Arts
Target success in PE with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key
content coverage is combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a
revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their
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knowledge. With My Revision Notes, every student can: Plan and manage a
successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner Consolidate
subject knowledge by working through clear and focused content coverage Test
understanding and identify areas for improvement with regular 'Now Test Yourself'
tasks and answers Improve exam technique through practice questions, expert tips
and examples of typical mistakes to avoid Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes
and answers to the practice questions available online

Cambridge National Level 1/2 Enterprise and Marketing
Boost confidence with our all-in-one textbook for OCR A Level Physical Education.
This updated and accessible textbook combines Year 1 and Year 2 content with
brand new assessment preparation to provide comprehensive support for both the
academic and practical elements of the course. This book: - Develops conceptual
understanding with full coverage of all topics on the OCR A Level specification
together in one book - Includes updates to 'end of chapter practice' questions and
assessment preparation - Contains summaries, diagrams and key questions to
direct thinking and aid revision - Stretches, challenges and encourages
independent thinking and a deeper understanding through extension questions,
stimulus material and suggestions for further reading - Features definitions of key
terms to aid and consolidate understanding of technical vocabulary and concepts Builds sound knowledge and analysis, evaluation and application skills through
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activities This Student Book is endorsed by OCR - This title fully supports the
specification - It has passed OCR's rigorous quality assurance programme - It is
written by curriculum experts

The City & Guilds Textbook: Site Carpentry & Architectural
Joinery for the Level 3 Apprenticeship (6571), Level 3
Advanced Technical Diploma (7906) & Level 3 Diploma (6706)
Support your students with this accessible and authoritative introductory textbook
for the English Legal System - from the author and publisher you trust. Written by
Jacqueline Martin, who has helped hundreds of thousands pass their exams and
enjoy their studies, The English Legal System, 8th edition ensures that students
have a comprehensive understanding of this area of the Law. It maintains a
balance between deep insight and easy reading so students can reach their
highest potential. The text supports a range Law courses, including OCR and WJEC
A Level, ILEX, Access to HE, paralegal, international foundation programme, BTEC
in Applied Law, law courses for non-law students in business, accountancy and
public services plus Foundation Degree and LLB programmes. - Use diagrams,
illustrations, key facts charts and activities to clarify difficult concepts and help
students remember the key information - Support understanding and revision with
key terms, a glossary for quick reference and examination advice - Hold your
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students' attention with interesting and informative cases and explanations of the
law - Encourage students to question the logic and practicality of the law in
England and Wales

My Revision Notes: AQA A-level PE
Help students build knowledge and prepare for assessment with this essential
classroom resource - the only textbook tailored to the Cambridge National Level
1/2 qualification in Health and Social Care. - Comprehensively covers every unit of
the specification, allowing you to deliver a flexible and thorough combination of
mandatory and optional content. - Prepare your students for the examined unit
with detailed guidance, including sample questions and relevant underpinning
knowledge. - Contextualises knowledge with activities and case studies
throughout. - Engage your students and encourage interactive learning with group
activities and class discussion topics

Successful Coaching 4th Edition
Target success in the Cambridge National Certificate in Information Technologies
with this essential classroom resource that will develop students' understanding of
data, build their transferable skills and knowledge to become confident users of
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technology and help them prepare for the external assessment. Builds students'
knowledge through clearly focused content and activities to assess understanding
and aid progression Prepares your students for the examined assessment with
opportunities to test and consolidate understanding Provides students with
contexts to apply digital technology skills

Stags And Hens
Exam Board: BTEC Level: KS4 Subject: Vocational First Teaching: September 2016
First Exam: June 2018 Help your students gain the academic expertise and
employability skills needed for further progression in education or the workplace
with this textbook, fully updated to reflect the new structure and content of the
2016 Level 3 BTEC qualification. - Prepare your students for new external
assessment requirements with teaching guidance and tips - Contextualise
knowledge and build practical understanding of concepts with case studies Provide opportunities to stretch and challenge Distinction students - Help students
prepare for assignments with activities linked to assessment criteria - Written by
expert author team Jennifer Stafford-Brown and Simon Rea

Cambridge Technicals Level 3 Digital Media
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Reinforce classroom learning and strengthen your students' understanding of the
content with this student book written for the Cambridge National Level 1/2 in
Enterprise and Marketing. Covering all three units, this essential student book will
help to build students' knowledge and develop the skills required for success in
Enterprise and Marketing. - This reliable and accessible textbook is structured to
match the specification and provide your students with all the information they
need, giving them the opportunity to build skills through appropriate activities. Builds students' skillsets with clearly-focused content to aid progression and
questions to assess understanding. - Prepares your students for both the internal
and external assessment with opportunities to test and consolidate understanding.

My Revision Notes: Cambridge National Level 1/2 Health and
Social Care
Support your teaching of the new Cambridge Technicals 2016 suite with
Cambridge Technical Level 3 Performing Arts, developed in partnership between
OCR and Hodder Education; this textbook covers each specialist pathway and
ensures your ability to deliver a flexible course that is both vocationally focused
and academically thorough. Cambridge Technical Level 3 Performing Arts is
matched exactly to the new specification and follows specialist pathways in acting,
dance, music, theatre production, and musical theatre. - Ensures effective teaching
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of each specialist pathway offered within the qualification. - Focuses learning on
the skills, knowledge and understanding demanded from employers and
universities. - Provides ideas and exercises for the application of practical skills and
knowledge. - Developed in partnership between Hodder Education and OCR,
guaranteeing quality resources which match the specification perfectly

Edexcel International GCSE (9-1) Mathematics Student Book
Third Edition
The second edition of The Fundamentals of Interior Design provides a thorough
introduction to the key elements of interior design and the ideas that underpin
them. The book describes the entirety of the creative process, from researching
initial ideas to realizing them in three-dimensional form. Throughout the text,
guidelines are given to provide structure to the interior design process and the
reader is encouraged to adapt and initiate methodologies to suit individual project
needs. This approach is intended to give designers a belief in their own abilities,
and the confidence to tackle different projects with the unique challenges that
each one brings. The book features a variety of diagrams and talking points to
encourage students and practitioners to think about key issues such as
understanding spatial relationships and the use of sustainable materials. This
second edition includes new case studies focusing on well-known international
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interior design studios, such as Conran and Partners, UK, Slade Architecture, US,
Gensler, US and award winning architects Chae-Pereira in South Korea. The
introduction of interviews with contemporary interior designers allows readers an
insight in to the working world of interior design. The new projects allow students
to explore what they have learned in each chapter through experimentation and
these activities encourage creativity and further learning.

Cambridge National Level 1/2 Sport Science
My Revision Notes: Cambridge Technicals Level 3 Health and
Social Care
Help realise your learners' ambitions of becoming a specialist site carpenter or
joiner in the construction industry with this comprehensive new textbook published
in association with City & Guilds for the Level 3 6706, 7906 and new
Apprenticeship standard. This brand new title will help students: - Study with
confidence, using the most up-to-date information available for the new
specifications and industry standards - Enhance their understanding of tools and
concepts in carpentry and joinery with clear and accurate technical drawings and
step-by-step photo sequences - Get ready for the workplace with industry tips and
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case studies - Develop core skills with authors Stephen Jones, Stephen Redfern and
Martin Burdfield who draw on their extensive teaching and industry experience

My Revision Notes: Cambridge National Level 1/2 Child
Development
Support your teaching of the new Cambridge Technicals 2016 suite with
Cambridge Technical Level 3 Digital Media, developed in partnership between OCR
and Hodder Education; this textbook covers each specialist pathway and ensures
your ability to deliver a flexible course that is both vocationally focused and
academically thorough. Cambridge Technical Level 3 Digital Media is matched
exactly to the new specification and follows specialist pathways in digital content
for interactive media, and moving image and audio production. - Ensures effective
teaching of each specialist pathway offered within the qualification. - Focuses
learning on the skills, knowledge and understanding demanded from employers
and universities. - Provides ideas and exercises for the application of practical skills
and knowledge. - Developed in partnership between Hodder Education and OCR,
guaranteeing quality resources which match the specification perfectly

Cambridge Technicals Level 3 IT
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Praise for the first edition:"The key advantage to this book is the way in which it is
easy to read and the amount of information it provides with regard to the role of
play in supporting young children's learning." Karen Phethean, University of
Winchester"This book is excellent. It is an invaluable resource for both qualified
and trainee early years practitioners. Tina Bruce has a real talent with how she
expresses ideas. The concepts are presented in an accessible way. The material is
suitable across a range of levels of study." Caroline McGrath, Programme Manger
for Foundation Degree in Early Childhood Studies, City of Bristol College in
partnership with the University of Plymouth"I would always recommend books by
Tina Bruce to my students as she is highly accessible, combining theory and
practice closely together. They are attractively laid out and are therefore popular
with students." Maureen Brookson, University of East AngliaProfessor Tina Bruce
CBE, an acknowledged expert on play, clearly presents the key ideas and
demonstrates the best practices for cultivating play in an Early Years setting. The
book covers historical perspectives, how we can observe and study play, and the
role of play in learning, developing abstract ideas, helping children to relate to one
another. She shows that play helps children to achieve the highest form of learning
in early childhood.This new edition of Learning Through Play will provide students
and practitioners with an invaluable guide to the core values behind play, the
importance of play for children from 0 to 5 years old, and practical schemas for
getting the best out of play in an Early Years or Educational setting.It will be an
ideal text for those studying play at levels 3 and 4, Foundation Degrees,
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Undergraduate Early Childhood Studies and Primary Education courses, Postgraduate study and for those working in an Early Years setting.
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